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1. 36.5% work for the constructlon of the

New Terminal Building has been

completed and construction will be

corhDleted in FY 2022-23'
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1.5 mppa whereas actual

pax for 2019-20 is 1gmppa'
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iunO"O *o. Aviation Security Fund'

lirpo.t op"r"tot has to provide out of
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AERAhasissueilconsultationPaperNo:-35l2o2o.2linthematterofDeterminationofAeronauticalTariff
in respect of rrichv Airport fo' *" ti'" t"'l*iL'ta 1or'o+'zozo-t: -11'^o*0") 

and sbught AAI's replv
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Kennel amounting to about Rs. 15 crores as

100% Aeronautical. We would like to seek clarity
if these CAPEX should be funded through
Aviation Security Fund which has been increased
recently.

B OPEX

Referring paru !2.L5, we note Authorities'
consideration in analysing payroll expenses for
FY 20-21 and FY22-23 lo increase by 5% and
17% respectively. However, we would like to
state that there is a further scope of
rationalising this expenditure considering the
realised traffic groMh and usage of terminal
capacity. ln the same way, a 100% increase in
electricity charges holds scope of further
rationalisation.

,ustification:7% is the average Increase in

the payroll due to annual increment of 3%

in salary, quarterly increase in Dearness

allowance, pension fund and Employer

contribution.

New Terminal Building will be completed
and operationalized in FY 2022-23 and
creating as additional requirement for
additional employees. Accordingly, 10%

additional increase in employees cost has

been projected.

oifferential Landing Charges
IATA would also like to urge the Authority to
consider eliminating the difference in landing
fees between international and domestic flights.
Uniformity of charges is in line with ICAO-

compliant model and is also consistent with how
airlines registered in lndia are charged at other
airports outside lndia. Given that AAI has earlier
proposed similar non-discriminatory charges at
Guwahati (GAU) Airport among others, the
same should be implemented for Tiruchirappalli
(TRZ) as well.

There is no discrimination between lndian
and Foreign airlines. lt is only with respect
to the sectors in which the airlines operate
whether international or domestic flights.
ICAO policy on charges state that charges
must non-discriminating between both
foreign users and those having the
nationality of the state in which the
airport is located and engaged in similar
international operation and between 2 or
more foreign users.

2 DIA[-

Given the present situation of COVID 19, there is

a high degree of uncertainty on the traffic
figures. This pandemic will have adverse impact
on traffic as well as non-aeronautical revenue.
We support AERA'S view on rationalizing traffic
as well as non-aeronautical revenue projections
on account of COVIO.

AAI agrees with DIAL'S view.

B We understand that there ls balance land of
345 acres which is to be acquired for the
expansion as per the master plan including
extension of the runway to 12,500 ft. We
request jf the clarity may be provided on
details of the land which has been acquired
and the balance which is yet to be acquired
from the state govt / at force / private
individuals.

AAI agrees with DIAL'S view .

c.
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AERA has recognized in the past that each

airport is different and has used airport
specific approaches for Capital Expenditure,
rather than using the normative approach.
We suggest that in continuation of the above,
in this airport too, capital expenditure should
be based on actuals.

AAI agrees with DIAL'S view.

The Authority has proposed to levy a 1%

penalty in case of delay in implementation of
the pro.lect envisaged. lt is pertinent to
mention that the project capitalization period

may overlap with the privatization.
Determination of delay and entity responsible
may not be possible in such a scenario. We
suggest that provision for such penalty be
removed.

AAI agrees with DIAL's view .

With regard to submission of fresh application
for tariff determination by operator selected
through competitive bidding, a 10% reduction
has been proposed in the Consultation Paper in

case of delay in filing. we would like to submit
that for a private player, there is a high
dependency on AAI for the past data which will
form the basis for determination of tariff for
the private airport. A delay due to this would
penalize the private operator. We suggest that
such a huge deterrent may not be levied as a
precondition.

AAI agrees with DIAL's view.

An effective tax rate of 25 .L7% has been used

for tax calculation. We agree with the AERA

approach for adopting methodology for
assessment of aero tax on a standalone
aeronautical P&L drawn on the basis of various
building blocks used for tariff determination.

AAI agrees with DIAL's view .

G The capex for an Airport is being planned for
long term ho.izon. A short term approach will
lead to additionat cost and inefficiency. ln case

of Trichy Airport AAI has planned capex for 3.6
Mn Terminal capacity based on their estimated
pax throughput and terminal design which
already freezed. However, as per Authority
Trichy Airport is expected to handle 2.7 mn
passenger in next five years and accordingly
authority has restricted capitalisation of the
capex to the expected utilisation level i.e.75%
only in the next five years. Authority's proposal

is really unfair and uneconomical for the airport

AAI agrees with DIAL's view .
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operator as the Airport operator has to plan

capacity in advance and it cannot start
development on the date of saturation. This
practice will lead to Airport in construction
mode always. Also, airport operator has to
ensure that the airport is future ready for all

expected traffic and service levels. As per tariff
guidelines. if an aeronautical asset has been put
to use then it gets cover in the Regulatory Asset

Base. Authority's approach is not aligned to the
accounting practise and tariff Suidelines and

accordingly we request Authority to consider
aeronautical asset capitalised fully for the
purpose of RAB.

3 FIA

We, the Federation of lndian Airlines (F|AL write
in response to the above captioned consultation
paper issued by the Airports Economic

Regulatory Authority of lndia (AERA) in the
matter of determination of aeronautical tariffs in

respect of liruchirappalli lnternational Airport
(Trlchy Airport) forthe First Control Period (April 1,

2o2o to March 37, 2025l,, referred to as

'consultation Paper or cP' and the stakeholder

consultation (virtual) meeting dated 3

November,2020 on the same.

The Consultation Paper, inter alia, propose an

increase/hike in aeronautical tariffs w.e.f l April,

2021at Trichy Airport asfollows:

'1. lncrease the existing LandinS, ParkinS and

Housingchargesby45%inthe FY2021-22, by10%

in the FY 2022-23 and thereafter by 6% on a

compounded basis up to FY 2024-25. Existing

Landing, Parking and Housing charges shallbe

applica ble up to M arch 31,2021; and

Not only airlines, airport operators also

have suffered adverse financial impact

due to operational restrictlons on

scheduled domestic and international air

transport, imposed by government

authorities due to COVID-19.

2. Existing User Development Fee (UDF) will be

applicable up to March 31, 2021. Thereafter,

UDF (inclusive of PSF (Flwill be levied at the

rate of INR 600 (domestic) and INR 80o

(international) on tickets issued on or after

April 1,2021.

White FIA acknowledges A€RA's proposal to

defer the increase/hike in the above-

s
No.

t.
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mentioned aeronautical charges at Trichy
Airport to Aptil,2OZl, FIA requests AERA to
kindly not implement any increase of
aeronautical tariff, during the First Control
Period, dueto reasonsstated below.

As you are aware, airlines have suffered
adverse financial impact due to operational
restrictions on scheduled domestic and

international air transport, imposed by
government authorities due to COVID

- 19. Atthe same time, airlines have continued
to incur airport charges and further been
directed to mandatorily refund cancelled

tickets for certain categories of passengec

w.r.t booking/travel period, which has

aggravated the linancial impact.

Whilethescheduleddomesticairtransporthas
been permitted a calibrated openingw.e.f.25s
May, 2020, such flight operations are subject
to restrictions on capacity and fare, and
adherence to safety protocols, as imposed by
Ministryof Cvil Aviation / Directorate General of
Civil Aviation (DGCA). lt may be appreciated
that until there is a complete opening of
scheduled domestic and international flight
operations, coupled with regaining confidence
of passengers in air travel, airlines will continue
to face a weak financialposition.

Wewish to high liBhtthatthe proposed increase
in Landing Charges itself will result in
commensurate increase in the operating
expenditure of one of its member airlines
operating at Trichy airport, on a year on year
basis.

ln the given circumstances, it is imperative that
AERA does not take any steps, including any
increase in aeronautical tariff at Trichy
Airport, during the tirst Control Period,
which precipitates any further adverse
financial im pact on the airlines.

Without prejudice to the above, and as desired by
find attached FIA'S comments on theAE RA,

AAI does not agree with views of tlA for
no increase in aeronautical tariff in the
first control period as it may lead to
steep hike in charges in second control
period. AERA is requested to change the
date of implementation tariff for all
revenu€ streams w.e.l. L.1.2021instead of
07.04.2021in order to meet the cash flow
requirement of AAI necessitated due to
COVID -19 pa ndemic situation.
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consultation Pa under Annex -A.

Through combined reading of definition of
"Aeronautical Services" contained in the
AERA Act, it is observed that AERA has the
authority to determine the tariff relating
to air navigation services(ANs) in "Major
Airports". However, ANS is Provided
across the lndian airspace as a sinSle sky

and cannot be attributed to airports on a
standalone basis.

Therefore, Expenditure and Revenue from

ANS have not been considered in the
proposal for the determination of Tariff in
r/o Trichy airport.

since the formation of the AAICIAS w.e.f.

1n April 2017, AAICLAS, being and

independent service provider, has to
submit its Tariff proposal separately for

the determination of CarSo Tariff. Hence,

AAI has submi$ed tariff Proposal for
Trichy airport without considering Cargo

Assets, expenditure and Revenue'

As per the Agreement AAICLAS has to pay

Royalty (30% of Revenue) to AAI and the
same has been considered as Aeronautical

revenue for the determination of Tariff in

r/o Trich airport.

a)

Comments of FIA(Annexure-Al
3.2.3.3 and 3.4 of CP

Revenue from Alr Naviqatlon servlces and

carqo s€rvlces

FIA submits that as per section 2 (a) ofAirports
Economic Regulatory Authority of lndia Act,

2008 (AERA Acll, "oercnduticol services

meons any services provided-

(i)For novigotion, suNeillonce ond suppottive

communicotion thereto for air trofiic
monogement...,,
(v)lor the corgo facility ot on oirpoft."

FIA submits that consideringthe a bove provisions

of the AERAAct, revenuefromAirNavigationservices

and cargo services (10096 revenue accruing to
AAlcLAs) should form part of aeronautical

revenues and accordingly AERA should take into
account ofthe corresponding revenues from such

services and recomputed the Aggregate Revenue

Requirement (ARR) and further revise the tariff
card accordingly.

AERA may like to offer its view.While FIA acknowledges AERA's consideration of

traffic reports issued by industry bodies like CAPA

and IATA, it is submitted that AERAshould conduct

its own independent study on traffic projections

in accordance withtheAERA Act.

Without prejudice to the above, it is submitted

that, in addition to study reports, AERA has

consideredactual traffic figures of only the first
quarter of FY 2020 - 2! lot projectinS

conservative groMh in traffic. tlA submits that

AERA should consider actual growth in

Traffic lPara 4 of CPI(b)
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subsequent quarters of FY 2020-21, as

available, and revisit/review the conservative
traffic assessment, taking into account the
following:

(A) Proposed increase in flight capacity

to 70%, as issued vide Ministry for Civil
Aviation's Order No. 7012020 dated Ll
November,2020;and

(B) Gradual easing of travel
restrictions by state governments and
robust movement of air traffic under
'vonde Bhorot Mission' and 'Air

Bubble Arrongement'. The same may further be
verified from officialtrafjlc data for the year ZO2O,
as released by government authorities/DccA on
theres websites

{c) Allocation of Assets between Aeronautlcal
and Non -Aeronautlcal {Para 5 of CPI
FIA submits that the AERA's proposal to bifurcate

assets between aeronautical assets is based on
information received from Airports Authority
of lndia (AAl) and no detailed technical
evaluation through an independent studyofthe
same has been done byAERA.

FIA submits that allocation of the airport assets
between Aeronautical or Non- Aeronautical
categories ls critical under Hybrid Till approach
(adopted by AERA), hence the same should be
carried out on the basis of an independent
study in terms ofthe AERAAct.

Without prejudice to the above:

1. With regard to para 5.5, AERA may kindly
clarify the reasons of bringing Fy 20 19-20
under the regulatory ambit for the
purposes of calculating initial RAB;and

It may be noted that the aero allocation ratio
proposed as per AERA CP 5/20!l-15 on Normative
Approach is 80%. Hence, to consider 91% as an
aeronautical asset will increase the RAB and will
consequently burden airlines and passengers.
Accordingly, may kindly review and apply the
above-mentioned normative norms for the
p oses of asset allocation.

Allocation of Assets between Aeronautical
and Non-aeronautical have been done on
the actual usagefacility provided. The
same methodology has been adopted for
other AAI major airports for which the
tariff orders have already been issued by
AERA.
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AAI had conducted an AUCC meeting on

January 11, 2019 as Per the guideline

issued by AERA and invitation was Siven to
all the stakeholders with the sufficient

time. All issues of stakeholders were

addressed in AUCC.

Capltal Expenditure for the
Period ( Para 7 of CP!

FIA understands that AAI has proposed capital

expenditure of INR 951.78 Cr. for the First control
Period in accordance with Table 14 of the CP. ln

response, AERA after reviewing the proposed

capital expenditure have allowed a total

crpitalization of INR 732.90 in accordance with
Table20oftheCP.
ln this regard, FIA submits that keeping in view of
impact of COVID- 19 on passenger air traffic
and aircraft movements, the

need/requirement of any epital expenditure
projects should be thoroughly examined by

MI/AERA p6t a suitable tser consultation

o(ercise/Aucc meeting (refer below). Further,

AAI/AERA may kindly ensure that any non-

essential capital expenditure proiects may be

deferred to the next control period.

ln regard to the above, while FIA noted per para

7.18 of the CP that an AUCC meeting has taken

place on January 11,2019, the process ofAUCC has

not been duly complied in accordance with the

Appendix 1: Consultatlon Protocol of the AERA

(TermsandConditionsforDeterminationof Tariff

for Airport Operators) Guidelines, 2011 (AERA

Guidelines), as seen below:

AAI has not provided the stakeholders in

advance, all requisite information relating to

capital expenditure projects, in the form of

'Project lnvestment File'(PlF) (Refer Para A1.4

of AERA Guidelines). lt is pertinent to note that

the PIF is required to be given at each stages of the

consultation i.e. Needs ldentification, Options

development, Detailed project design. Such PIF is

required to disclose the minimum information as

listedunderPara
A.1.5.2 0f the AERA Guidelines.

AAI/AERA may appreciate that such advance

intimation of the minimum information under

PIF is critical for providing well informed

stakeholder inputs in the AUCC meetings. Thus,

AERA is requested to examine the sufficiency

iance of AUCC Consultation

1st Control

and due compl

(d)
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Protocol in the present case

Without prejudice to the above, w.r.t. the cost of
terminal buildin& FIA submits that the regional
dynamics of Trichy is not slmilar to Guwahati,
lucknow and Patna, and therefore considering

the cost escalations in those regions will not be
appropriate. FIA would also like to highlight
that the cost per square meter of the terminal
building in the case of Vishakhapatnam Airport is

INR 58,546.@ per sq. mt. Accordingly, with a

view to rationalize cost for capital expenditure
proiects (including for terminal building i.e.
within the ceiling of INR 65,000 per sq.mt.), FtA

submits that cost allocation should be within the
normative norms prescribed by the AERA under
AERA Order No. O7l2OlGt7 "ln the motter ol
nomotive opptooch to building block in
economic regulotion ol mojor diryorts - copitol
costs reg." dated 13.06.2016. tn the event of
any deviations from the Normative Norms
while reviewing capital expenditures, AERA is
requested to provide justification for thesame
Further, the costofresidentialquarters (lN R 65.12
Cr.) at TrichyAirportmaybereviewedbyAERA. ttis
pertinent to note that in the case of patna

Airport the cost of residential quarters was
revised by AAI to approx. INR

50.24 Cr. out of which tNR 32.56 was allowed by
AEPAfor the purposes of capitalization in RAB.

Further, AERA may review a higher penalty
amount proposed in the event of any delay in
commissioning of a new terminal building and
align the same with market standards, as
deemedfit.

As per para 7.15 of Tariff order
no.38/2018-19 dt.grh January 2019 issued

by AERA in r/o Vizag airport AERA has

approved the actual cost of Rs.57 cr.
(Rs.58545.60 per sq. mtr for Liner
expansion of Terminal Building which is

under the normative cost of
Rs.1,00,000/- per sqm).
However, the cost per sqm of New
Terminal Building is less than Rs.1,00,000/-
per sqm. at Trichy airport.

The cost of residential qtrs. Rs.65.12 cr
includes the cost of construction of CISF

baracks, Hostel, Dog Kennel of RS.1S.O6

cr. which is 10O% Aeronautical.

AERA has allowed the cost of Residential
qts is Rs.40.05 cr.(Aero Portion) only out
of total cost of RS.5O.O6 cr.

AERA ls requested not to levy penalty if
A.Al fails to complete the Terminal Building
by April 2022 due to Covid-19 pandemic
situation

(e)

(i) rerminal Building
FIA submits that on review of useful life of
assets at various international airports like
London Heathrow, Sydney airport and
Amsterdam airport indicated that terminal
buildings have useful life of as Iong as 60 years

AAI had submitted the proposal as per the
order no.35/2017-18 titled "in the matter
of Determination of Useful life of Airport
Assets" issued by AERA.

Depreciation (Par 8 of CPI
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and aprons have it for as long as 99 years. FIA

submits that the useful life of terminal building

for Kannur and Cochin airports have been

considered 60 years by AERA and accordingly the
same should be applied at Trichy Airport.

(ii) ResidentialBuilding
FIA submits that as per Sl. No. 8 of Annexure - |

of the Authority's Order 35/2017-18 "ln the
matter of determination of useful life of Airport

Assets" dated 12.01.2018, residential buildings

have a prescribed useful life of 30/60 years. lt is

pertinent to note here that the election of 30

years or 60 years is case of residential buildings

is not to be evaluated by the Airport OPerator

but is to be derived from provisions of
Companies Act, 2013.

FIA submits that Pan C of Schedule ll of
companiesAct 2013 prescribes the useful life of

Buildings (other than factory buildings) having

Reinforced concrete cement (RCC) frame

structure to be 60 years. lt is very unlikely that
residential buildings will not be built on RCC

Frame structure. FIA submits that residential

building should be depreciated overa period of 60

yearsand not30years.

ln view of (i) and (ii) above, FIA submits that AERA

should consider the useful life of Residential

buildings and Terminal Building as 60 years as

envisaged in order 35/2017-18 read with sdledule
ll of Companies Act 2013, as applicable, and

revise the amount of de eciation accordi

(f) Fair Rate of Retum(FRoRl (Paralo of cP)

AERA has proposed FRoR at the rcle of L4% tor
Trichy Airport in line with decisions for other

AAI airports, including Chennai, JaiPur, Patna.

However, as stated under Para 10.4 AIFA has

recognized that AAI'S capital structure may not

be regarded as an efficient one as it does not
optimize the cost of funds from a regulatory

perspective. Further, AERA desires that the FRoR

allowed to AAlshould come down over a period of
time by optimizing capital Searing and leveraging

AAl's credit ratinSs.

FRoR is in line with the earlier order of
AERA where in AAI was allowed FROR

@14% in r/o AAI major airports.
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ln this regard, AERA has proposed to conduct a
studyfor normative capital structure, in future.

ln view of the above findings of AERA, FIA requests
AERA to kindly expedite the study for a

normative norm on capital structure through an
independent study to review the high cost of
equity/FRoR beinS awarded to state entities like
AAl, which are required to cater to public
interest and not commercial interests
(g) Non
Aeronautical Revenue (Para 11 of CP)

FIA submits that increase in non-aeronautical
revenue is a function of passenger traffic groMh,
inflationary increase and real
increase/escalations in contract rates.
Accordingly, AERA is requested to examine the
reasonableness of groMh in such factors and

accordingly review any conservative estimates,
through an independent study.

(i) aat maykindlyclarifythereasonsof awarding a

lesservalue contractfor Car Parking;

(ii)AAlmay kindly providethe minutes of meeting
ofJVC/ Tariff cell on May 20, 2O2O wherein it
was proposed to allow waiver in the
contractual revenues from the
Concessionaires, considering the impact of
COVID-19 on theAviation sector.

(iii) AERA may kindly consider highergrowth rate
in line with increase in traffic i.e.

corresponding to proposed capitalization of
new terminal building and revival of the
economy.

(i) As per new parking policy dated
10.12.2018 Automated parking
management system has been
implemented and parking rate has been
revised as below
Bus/fruck=Rs 20.00 against Rs. 70l-
car = Rs 20.00 against Rs. 55/-
Bike= Rs 10.00 against Rs. 15/-.

(ii) Minutes of meeting of AAt are
attached.

(iii)AERA has already proposed an increase
of 15% in Non-Aero Revenue as against
10% proiected by AAt.

(c) Operation & Maintenance Cost (Para 12 of CP)

s

No.

Without prejudice to the above, it is requested
that:
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Most of the operational expenditure has

been projected considering the
inflationary effect. The same has been

considered by AERA in previous tariff
order for AAI maior airports.

The expenditures are mandatory for
operational requirement and fixed in

nature. Moreover, it would be trued up in

the 2nd control period.

FIA submits that the 'Operating and

Maintenance; expenditure is one of the major

components for determining ARR, hence, the

AERA should evaluate such expenses in detail

rather than accepting projections provided by

A.Alon an "as is" basis.

FIA further submits that as per clause 5.4.2 of
AERA Guidelines, while reviewing forecast of

operating expenditure the Authority has to
assess

(a) baseline operation and maintenance

expenditure based on review of actual

expenditure indicated in last audited accounts

and check for underlying factors impacting

variance overthe precedingyear; and

(b) efficiency improvement with resPect to
such costs based on review of factors such as

trends in operatinS costs, productivity

improvements, cost drivers as may be identified,

and other factors as may be considered

appropriate.

FIA submits that in order to assess efficient

operating expenditure, AERA should conduct

an independent analysis in terms of AERA Act.

FIA submits that Trichy Airport has already

completed a significant period of operations,

hence benchmarking the costs would not be

difficult for AERA. However, till the time an

independent study is conducted by AERA, FIA

would like to highlight the aeronautical

allocation ratio proposed as perAERA CP 5l20l4'
15 of Normative approach of 80% should be

applied.

without prejudice to the above, FIA submits

that:

(a)tn view of underutilization of terminal

building to 50% as mentioned under Para

7.11 of the Consultation Paper, AERA is

requested to kindly review reduction of all

costs including Payroll expenses,operating
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electricity and Upkeep Charges etc., as

deemedfit;

AERA/AAI is requested to clarify the reference
of DlAt/M lA[under para 12.11.2 ofthe Cp.

As per 12.11.2 of CP, Payment of
LegaUArbitration expenses for DIAVMIAf
cases do not penain to Trichy Airport.
Hence, these have not been considered
for allocation of CHO,/RHQ e nses

(h) Taxation (Para 14 of CPI

FIA submits that business losses can be carried
forward for eight (8)years and can be set off with
profits in future years. FIA submits that the
actual tax paid by the Company in control
period shall be lower due to the setting-offthe
carry forward of losses prior to the present
controlperiod.

FIA submits that losses for periods prior to the
present controlperiod (ifanylthat are allowed to
carry forward as per lncome Tax Act, 19G1
should be considered while computing taxation
in the first control period rather than leaving it
fortrue up in the second controlperiod.

Further, FIA submits that actual payment of income
taxes should be considered for true up purposes.

ln this regard, AAI would like to submit
that,
AERA vide its Letter No.
AERA,,/15090/RFP/03120L9-20 dated
February 6, 2020 directed AAt that the
first Control Period for Trichy Airport shall
be from tY 2020-21 to Fy 2024-25 and
that the shortfall/surplus of Fy 2Of9-20
shall be considered for the purpose of
tariff determinatlon of the above Airport.

Accordingly, the proposal was submitted
as per the control period and the tax has
been calculated for the control period on
standalone basis in line with the previous
orders issued by AERA for AAI maior
airports along with the carry forward of
losses of the FY 2019-20 (pre control

riod
(i) Methodolosv for Tariff DetermlnatioF- Hvtrid

TillVr Sinsle Tlll lPara 2.2 of Cpl

FIA submits that as per para 2.2 of the Cp, it is

stated that AERA shall determine tariffs for
TrichyAirport usingthe Hybrid Till model.

It is to be noted that FIA has from time to time
advocated the application ofa Single Till model
acrossthe airports in lndia. FlAsubmits that AERA

should adopt Single nll basis the foltowing legal
framework being:

2011 (SingleTill Order), AERA has strongly made a

AERA had issued amendment in its
guidelines vide order no.14, 2016-17
dated 12s lanuary, 2017 to determine the
future tariffs using Hybrid Till
methodology. The proposal of Trichy
airport has been prepared and submitted
in line with the same.

s

No,

lntheAERAOrder No. 13l2010-11dated 12 lanuary,
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case in favor ofthe determination oftariff on the
basis of 'Single Till'. lt is noteworthy that AERA

hasin itssingleTill Order, inter alia,:

(i) Comprehensively evaluated the economic
model and realities of the airport-both capital

and revenueelements.

(ii)faken into account the legislative intent
behindSectionl3(1Xa)(vloftheAERAAct.

(iii) concluded that the single Till is the most

appropriate for the economic regulation of
major airports inlndia.

(iv)The criteria for determining tariff after
taking into account standards followed by

several international airports (United

Kingdom, Australia, lreland and South

Africa) and prescribed by ICAO.

Further, AERA in its AERA (Terms and

conditions for determination of tariff for

airport operator) Guidelines, 2011 has followed

the Single Till approach while laying down the
procedure for determination of ARR for

Regulated Services.

The fundamental reasoning behind the Single
Till' approach is that if the consumers/passengers

are offered cheaper airfares on account of lower
airport charges, the volume of passengers is

bound to increase leading to more footfall and

probability of higher non-aeronautical revenue.

The benefit of such non- aeronautical revenue

should be passed on to consumers/passengers and

that can be assured only by way of lower

aeronautical charges. Thus, the above productive

chain reaction needs to be taken into account by

AERA.

AERA vide its Letter No.

AERA/15090/RFP/03/20r9-2O dated

February 6, 2020 directed AAI that the
first Control Period for Trichy Airport shall

be from FY 2O2O-21 to FY 2024-25 and

that the shortfall/surplus of FY 2019-20

FIA submits that no losses or shortfall pertaining

to pre- First control period should be considered

by AERA. FIA submits that the passengers

travelling during the First Control Period cannot
be burdened unnecessarily on account of the

ED

losses suffered b AA n to the

U)
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First Control Period. shall be considered for the purpose of
tariff determination of the above Airport.

{k) (Annual Tariff Prooosal [Para 16 of cP)

AERA is requested to review the
suggestions/comments on the regulatory building
blocks as mentioned under Annex - A, which are
likely to reduce the ARR requirements of AAI at
Trichy Airport. This will further ensure the
lowering of tariff, includin8 UDF, which will be
benef icial to passengers and airlines.

AAI is facing financial crises and availing
debt for working capital in the present

situation of Covid-lg. Hence AERA is
requested to consider the above
submission of AAI and implement the
order w.e.f. 1n January 2021 instead of lst
April 2021.

This issue with the approval of the Competent Authority.

Encl:

(i)Minutes of meeting of AAI dated 20.5.2020.
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